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Dear Syncmag Readers,

After almost 3 months of extensive back-end work and non-stop support work by the Syncmag team, we are very proud to announce the 

latest version of the magazine. This issue is dedicated to all the bride and grooms who are planning to tie the knot in 2014. Planning a wedding 

should be a wonderful experience for the bride and groom! During this time of anticipation and expectation, it is easy to become 

overwhelmed by the multitude of projects involved with planning your wedding. We don’t want that to happen to any of you. Relax and 

scroll through Sycnmag bridal issue, the season’s biggest and best guide to wedding styles, fashion, trends and happenings.  We pride 

ourselves on bringing you the best fashion ideas and inspiration, with luscious photo features that will help you craft your own grand 

entrance for your big day. Our features and articles provide quality information in an engaging and entertaining format.  We want to bring 

you pools of resources, creative ideas, save you time and money, and introduce you to some great vendors. Enjoy your wedding planning; 

enjoy being a bride or groom. We wish you the very best on your special day and hope that you will love this special issue of Synmcag as much 

as we loved creating it for you.

Syncmag Team

SYNCMAG
www.syncmag.ca

info@syncmag.ca

http://www.facebook.com/syncmag.ca

http://www.twitter.com/syncmagazine

EDITORIAL
Editor-in-Chief:  Naseer Mehdi Khan

Managing Editor:  Sadia Sajid
Asst.Creative Editor: Habiba Zamun
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 Sanish Cherian
Alfaaz Photography
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Tete-A-Tete
Charter Supporters Want Some 

Modifications

Trudeau Casts Himself As Purveyor Of Hope, 
Economic Growth, Rivals As Divisive

MONTREAL:  Justin Trudeau cast himself Thursday 
as a purveyor of hope and economic growth as he 
opened his first national Liberal convention since 
being crowned leader last April. He positioned himself 
in contrast to what he termed "the politics of division," 
which he maintained is practised by Prime Minister 
Stephen Harper, NDP Leader Tom Mulcair and Parti 
Quebecois Premier Pauline Marois. "My friends, I 
have no interest in joining Mr. Harper and Mr. Mulcair 
in a competition to see who can make Canadians 
angrier," he told some 3,000 delegates. "We are here to 
hope. We are here to work hard. We are here to build. 
We are here to put together the team and the plan to 
make this country better." That said, Trudeau was not 
above taking shots at his rivals, particularly Harper 
whom he indirectly blamed for the popularity of the 
PQ's controversial charter of Quebec values, which 
bans public servants from wearing prominent religious 
symbols. Under Harper, Trudeau said incomes of 
middle class Canadians have stagnated, household 
debt has skyrocketed and the gap between rich and 
poor has widened. And that, he said, has created an 
environment in which intolerance thrives. "People are 
susceptible to fearful, divisive messages when they're 
worried, worried about their jobs, their debts, their 
retirement, their kids' futures," he said. "In a growing 
and fair economy, the PQ's divisive plan would not 
only be unrealistic, it would be unthinkable."As he's 
done since launching his leadership campaign 18 
months ago, Trudeau stressed that his focus is on 
improving the lot of the struggling middle class. And he 
urged the delegates to keep tightly focused on that goal 
as they consider policy resolutions over the next three 
days.

Ukraine Violence 'Must Stop': Kerry
WASHINGTON: US Secretary of State John Kerry hit out at 
Ukrainian security forces on Thursday, demanding that violence meted 
out against demonstrators “must stop” amid scenes of “senseless death” 

in Kiev.The remarks, in a statement from the 
State Department, said the United States 
“unequivocally condemn the use of force 
against civilians by security forces, and urge 
that those forces be withdrawn immediately.”
The demand from Kerry came shortly after US 
Vice President Joe Biden warned Ukrainian 
leader Viktor Yanukovych that America was 
ready to impose sanctions on officials guilty of 
ordering troops to fire on protesters. “It's with 

anger and anguish that we have watched renewed violence on the 
streets of Kiev today destroy more lives and rip apart more families,” 
Kerry's statement said. “The people of Ukraine deserve far better than 
senseless death and suffering on the streets of one of Europe's great 
cities. There is no time for brinksmanship or gamesmanship. “President 
Yanukovych must undertake serious negotiations with opposition 
leaders immediately to establish a new interim government that will 
have broad support. That is the only way to begin the difficult but 
essential constitutional and economic reforms that Ukraine 
needs.”Obama has already put 20 Ukrainian officials on a visa blacklist 
and threatened further sanctions, which could include asset freezes.

A Feast For All Senses
Lahore, Pakistan's historical capital and centre of the arts, literature and 
music, is playing host to the second and even more fabulous Lahore 
Literary Festival (LLF). For 
three days starting Feb. 21 
and ending on the evening of 
Feb. 23, over one hundred 
writers, artists and musicians 
from eight countries will 
provide audiences with a 
stimulating array of ideas, 
intellectual conversation, 
literary discussion and visual drama. Lahore`s ancient traditions of 
storytelling, painting, dance and music are being brought to life again 
under the banner of the LLF. Last year`s debut of the LLF drew over 
30,000 people. This year we hope to double that audience as there are 
more and varied sessions, four core spaces at the venue, and a much 
wider array of tantalizing thinkers from home and abroad who will not 
fail to attract more people.There are prominent writers coming from 
Bangladesh, Britain, Egypt, France and, of course, our large and 
diverse neighbor India from where Vikram Seth heads a stellar lineup 
that includes Rajeev Sethi, Namita Gokhale and Shobhaa De.As much 
care is being taken over inviting renowned moderators to make the 
sessions even more stimulating. We are fortunate to have moderators 
from the New York Times.
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Aisha Imran Bridal Collection

Sync-Fashion

Aisha Imran is very talented designer of Pakistan. She is best to 

created traditional bridal dresses.Her cuts really makes a bride 

stunning andbeautiful. All the bridal dresses are all added up with 

the heavy embroidery plus the use of dabka, stone and 

embroidery with the gorgeous brighter and darker color shades 

as well. Aisha  knows how to make dress pretty and how to make 

the bridal a traditional bridal. 
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Sync-Fashion

Meeras by Nilofer Shahid Photography: Khawar Riaz

Nilofer Shahid, director of the 
fashion house Meeras, comes from 
a family of warriors, poets, writers 
and painters.One could say that she 
was almost genetically sensitized 
towards the finer things of life. Of 
course being brought up on a steady 
diet of Khalil Gibran and A.R 
Chaughtai’s paintings only served to 
further accentuate her talent.
The themes of her collections reflect 
her deep affinity with the land of her 
birth from Islamic calligraphy to 
Mughal architecture to the heritage of 
central Asia, Nilofer’s work has 
spanned the east in its truest 
meaning.
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INTERVIEW
Alicia Amin

Simmren Saini, an International Trading time as she is able to prioritize her time between her passion 

and Marketing Student at Taylors University and education. Whoever thought this high fashion, flawless 

caught onto Syncmag’s reach into S.E Asia skin model spends her leisure time with fierce activities like 

and took it onto her own initiative to horse riding and open road racing (legally, I hope!). Her 

contribute from her own angle by reaching success in the modelling industry is largely a story of putting 

out to one of the Star Uprising Models in Malaysia! Below is hard work into redefining the term ‘sexy’. 

her article;

Malaysian born Alicia Amin, a mix of Malay and German 

heritage is your ideal girl next door and uprising model. 

Don’t be alarmed when you find this sophisticated, elegant 

and well composed beauty charm you with her humble, 

polite, and charismatic attitude. This ravishing beauty 

attended multiple schools throughout her teenage life; 

IGCSE in Singapore when she was 13 and 14, then moved to 

the Malaysian government education when she was 15, 

home schooled for the SAT’s when she was 16 and currently Well, I started off when I was 15 in the year 2010. It all 

pursuing her education in law. A true definition of beauty began when I accompanied my friend for a casting (Stylo 
with brains. Clearly, Alicia Amin is great with managing her Ford Model casting) wearing a white tank top and jeans, 

What’s your background in modelling? 

When exactly and why did you get started?

Sync-Rendezvous

My first cover ever was for Senses of 
Malaysia....My biggest achievement so far was 
getting a chance to walk the runway during 
Kuala Lumpur Fashion week, 2013. 

SYNC MAG ASPIRES MALAYSIAN YOUTH!
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like I usually do wherever I go and was mistaken for 

casting. I had no clue whatsoever on what I was supposed 

to do and got dragged in. A few months later I got a call 
That very feeling when the photographer goes “Yes, we 

saying I was chosen as a semi-finalist. Well, I didn’t win the 
got the shot!” Also, that feeling before I strike a pose at the 

competition but it was a great experience as I was 
end of the runway when I’m all dolled up and in character.

mentored by Angie Ng. My first cover ever was for Senses 

of Malaysia. Then on, I was approached by photographers 

and that was when my career started. My biggest 

achievement so far was getting a chance to walk the 

runway during Kuala Lumpur Fashion week, 2013. I feel that fashion is pretty much a growing industry in this 

country and I’m really glad that I’m able to contribute as 

much as I can to it. 

Well, I’ll definitely try going international when I start 
My favourite local model would definitely be Sheena Liam 

studying abroad to further my law just to see what my look 
as she has a different way of looking at the industry. She 

can do and work with. I’m mostly looking at America or 
went blonde as a tribute to her favourite model that 

Europe even.
passed away and received many negative comments on 

how she couldn’t pull it off. Yet, she’s now as edgy and high 

fashion as ever and in the running to be Asia’s next top 

model! My favourite local designers would have to be 

Zakwan Anuar, Afiq M. and Pearly Wong. They’re different If I had the chance to, I would like to change people’s 
in their own ways but have a distinct similarity of sleek and perception about it; that perception whereby just because 
chic designs which is totally my thing.  Freja Beha Erichsen you have a good team of photographers and other crew 
has got to be my international favourite model because members, you are able to produce mind blowing shots. 
she carries a very laid back style and look that inspires me. That isn’t entirely true because I have worked with 
And I’m also in love with Jac Monika Jagaciak as she too is mediocre photographers and I must admit sometimes the 
laid back but strikes amazing aggressive poses. I really shots turn out better. It’s all about chemistry! Words of 
look up to Jac because she was featured in the Hermes wisdom for other aspiring models. Don’t let it get to you 
champagne at the age of 14. That’s quite an achievement head; the good or the bad. 
right there! My favourite international designer? Chanel 

without a doubt. Her designs are simply classic and 

timeless. You can never go wrong with Chanel. 

For more information, direct booking and 

enquiries: raliciaramin@gmail.com

Monochromic. The only time you see me in colour is if there is a 

splash of it on whatever I wear. I’m more Calvin Klein and I’d pick 

anything laid back and sleek over anything else any day.

What is the most fun and rewarding part 

about modeling?

What do you reckon about the modelling 

industry in Malaysia as a whole?

Who are you some of your favourite models 

and designers, both local and international 
What's the next step for you in Modelling?and why? 

What would you like to change about the 

Modeling Industry here in Malaysia?

How would you describe your style? 

Consider anything and everything from 

historical eras to colour.

Sync-Rendezvous

I feel that fashion is pretty much a growing industry 
in this country and I’m really glad that I’m able to 
contribute as much as I can to it. 

Interview By: Simmren Saini
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Janie Liang Beautician
A presence in Hair & Make up for 20years, Janie is the name behind

 Beauty Salon. Known as a master beautician, Janie 
trained at Vidal Sassoon, Paris Gallery, MAC, Madi International & 
Wella  Janie has managed hair and make up for stage and television, 
notably for shows in Dubai and South Asia. Among the dignitaries, 
Janie Liang Salon has styled The late Margret Thatcher, Shaheed 
Benazir Bhutto, Her excellency Nancy Powell, Anne Patterson 
Ambassadors US Ambassadors for Pakistan, Dr. Maleeha Lodhi, 
Sherry Rehman Ambassadors to the USA, and other high profile 
personalities. The entire Fashion fraternity in Pakistan as well.

Amongst the Bollywood celebrities she's met with are Ashwariya Rai 
Bachan, Akshay Kumar, Imran Hashmi, Preeti Zinta, Jaquline 
Fernandas, Anil Kapoor, Amisha Patel, Priyanka chopra, Shahrukh 
Khan, Ayushmann Khuranna, Kareena Kapoor, Shahid Kapoor, 
Manish Malhotra and many more. 

At  we have a rich tradition of innovation with 
an emphasis on continuing education and contemporary 
styling, where the color, cut and design should 
complement each other as well as the person and their 
personality. 

Toronto +16475298785

 
Janie Liang

Janie Liang

Sync-Bridal





Thank you to all my fabulous family and friends for sharing that spectacular week with Deenpal & I. To all those night owls who woke up super early for the 

ceremony, to all those who took off the entire week from work, to all those who stayed late nights while their little munchkins were at home sleeping 

without their mommies & daddy's, to all those who helped making this dream a reality!! To our wonderful parents for giving us this fairy tale week long 

wedding, for all the love and blessings and not to mention our unbelievable wedding gift!! To my mom & dad for being so supportive, affectionate, caring and 

for loving me so absolutely unconditionally!! you made me who i am today and I'm proud & blessed to call you mom & papa. To my one in a million brother 

Rahid Chopra whose efforts, emotions, love and care made me feel like a true princess and his beautiful speech that made my heart melt.... After an 

exhausting week, you gave me the strength to pull it together and shinefor the final Big Bang reception night!! Sorry for my bridezilla moments and i know no 

one else would've been as patient with me as you!! You are my hero Rahid and i would be nothing without you!!! My wonderful sister & brother in law Renee 

Plus Sammy for all their love & kindness, for welcoming me into my new family with so much warmth and for always making me smile. To my one and only, 

beautiful inside and out BFF Setareh Farokhian for being a soldier and not leaving my side for the whole week.

For wiping my tears during nervous moments, for sticking by my parents and brothers side like a true daughter and a sister during the most difficult doli 

(send off) after the ceremony, for being who you are and giving me the honour of being my best friend and sister. To my most amazing and most wonderful 

friend Nas for sticking by our side and for saying that he would take deenpals sprained ankle if he could... 

DEENPAL & TARINA Sep 27th,-28th 2013
Engagement/Wedding/ Pre-shoot



Will never forget those words!! To my most amazing cousin Shanna Mehta for sticking by my side the entire week, wiping my tears, loving & caring for me the 

way you do and stepping up just hours before the final event to make the impossible possible!! To all my uncles & aunts and all my cousins for showing me soo 

much love and being here with me!! To all of you who flew in from all across the world; New Delhi, Beirut, Los Angeles, Vancouver, Chicago, New York, New 

Jersey, Toronto, Memphis, Virginia... your presence warmed my heart. Truly each and everyone one of you who were present during these incredible 7 days, 

you all mean the world to me and this wedding week could never have been as special and as amazing as it was if I hadn't seen all your smiles beaming 

around me!!! You guys are all diamonds in my life who shine brighter than the sun!!! I've said it before and will keep saying it forever, I'm truly blessed to have 

all of you in my life, it's an honour to have been able to share the most important days in my life with all of you!! Love you all to the moon and back!!! And to my 

wonderful husband Deenpal Singh who has always treated me like a queen, nothing feels more special and gives me more pride than becoming Mrs. Singh!! 

It's you and me baby!!! We did it!!!! Our fairy tale now continues for eternity!!!





Nilam Patel
& 

Shaun Lamba

      Date: July 26 & July 27
 Wedding: Royal Ambassador

    Reception: Scarborough
Convention Center.







Website: www.ammarshahid.comWebsite: www.ammarshahid.comWebsite: www.ammarshahid.com
Email: info.ammarshahid@gmail.comEmail: info.ammarshahid@gmail.comEmail: info.ammarshahid@gmail.com
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Sync-Fashion

Designer: Ali Xeeshan Photography: Ather Shahzad

The bridal collection titled ‘Panchayat ’ is a chic presentation 
trumpeting the festivities of life that make each moment worth living. 
The dresses in this collection have been created with inspiration from 
the era right after partition, especially the ancestral possessions and 
assets. With ethereal techniques and nice cuts, the collection gives a 
very nice feel of royalty. Nicely worked dabka work and stone work with 
soft and bold hues have been used for Ali Xeeshan latest bridal. We are 
quite and rather sure that you will fall in love with each and every design.
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These Sherwanis are wonderful for grooms and groomsmen. These
 Arsalan Iqbal Sherwanis 2014 have decorated with high end and hues. They 

all are looking awesome in their striking designs and have adorned with high 

excellence material as well as accompaniments. Arslan Iqbal has designed 

these Sherwanis with full of modernity. Boys! You can now give your behavior 

an additional polish by wearing these Sherwanis on big day of your wedding. 

Arsalan Iqbal is a fashion designer who has been effective in the field of 

fashion as year 2011. Iqbal presented dresses for men & women both.

Arsalan Iqbal Groom Sherwani Collection 2014

Sync-Fashion

Photography: Khawar Raiz
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Threads & Motifs

The premier fabric store bringing you the 

most creative and innovative intricately 

embroidered fabrics. We continuously 

strive to blend high couture designs & 

styles and introduce fresh ideas in our 

stores on a daily basis, at affordable prices.
We provide our customers with the 

complete, elegant and stylish look saving 

them the time, effort and money. Our 

design philosophy and trend setting ideas 

have prompted a number of stores to 

follow our lead, which makes us proud, but 

there is and always will be only one 

"THREADS AND MOTIFS."
Since our inception, we now have a very 

strong local and international customer 

base. In order to cater to the needs of our 

international customers, we have now 

started an online store through which you 

can buy a completely styled and stitched 

outfit directly from us at an affordable 

price.

MONTREAL - CANADA
Glitz Unlimited 
Phone: 514-360-3760
     info@glitzunlimited.com
     www.threadsandmotifs.com
     /Fashion460



Threads & Motifs
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Threads & Motifs
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Threads & Motifs

MONTREAL - CANADA

G l i t z  U n l i m i t e d  

Phone: 514-360-3760
  info@glitzunlimited.com

     www.threadsandmotifs.com

     /Fashion460
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On Sunday March 16th, 2014, the organizers 

of the Montreal Shaadi Show will be 

returning to host the Only Wedding Show in 

Montreal dedicated to the South Asian 

Community, which consists of nationalities 

from 8 countries. After a very successful first 

show in March 2013, which drew over 4,000 

attendees, the Montreal Shaadi Show 

returns to provide the vendor with an 

opportunity to reach out to the growing 

South Asian community, and to have them showcase their products 

and services all under one roof. More importantly, the Montreal 

Shaadi Show gives an opportunity to brides and grooms to shop 

for all of their wedding related needs, all under one roof. In 

addition, this show also caters to those who are looking to book 

various vendors for other nonwedding related events (i.e. 

Engagements, Birthdays, Cultural Programs and Functions, 

etc…). The Montreal Shaadi Show will showcase over 50 

vendors, and will represent a wide array of vendors in all wedding-related categories.

Shaadi-ShowShaadi-Show

The Return Of The Montreal Shaadi Show



Shaadi-ShowShaadi-Show

Such As: Tashan, MBA (Montreal Bhangra Academy), 
¯ Bridal Clothing for Brides & Grooms, and Raag, and MTL Bhangra. Finally, attendees can 

Clothing for Non-Wedding Related take advantage of the free parking at the venue, 
¯ Events, such as Party Wear free food sampling from the caterers, and win 
¯  Catering & Dessert Shops some fantastic prizes!
¯  Photography & Videography Tickets are only $5 (Kids under 3 are admitted for 
¯  Beauty Hair & Make-Up Free), and the show opens at 11 am and goes on 
¯  Henna Artists until 7 pm. The organizers of the Montreal Shaadi 
¯  Limo Companies Show want you all to come out and support their 
¯  Florists vendor partners who are showcasing their 
¯  Décor and Staging / Mandaps products and services.
¯  Jewelers More importantly, if last year was any indication, 
¯  Performers (Bollywood, Bhangra & Fusion, this is a “Must Attend” show and one you won’t 

and much more) want to miss. If you attended last year, you know 
And many others… what this show is
In addition, attendees of the Montreal Shaadi all about – if you missed it last year, don’t make 
Show will get to see the latest in fashion the same mistake twice.
showcased during 2 Fashion Shows at 2 PM and at Don’t miss out on the 2014 Edition of the 
5 PM. Montreal Shaadi Show – it’s an Event that
Various Performers will also be showcasing their you do not want to miss!
talents, such as Bollywood Blast, Jaan Punjab Di, 
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Sync-PaparazziSync-Paparazzi

Montreal Shaadi Show
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The Wow Factor
Wedding is an occasion where wooing is in the air, where the birds tweet too-wee  tao-woo in the most melodious monotone, 
where the waft of gentle breeze romances your hair and caresses your skin and croons your coy gestures. . . . Aah! A time in one's 
life where a subliminal yet magical aura abounds you, and transcends you with utter elation. When feelings et al. are grandiose, why 
shouldn't the decorations complement the sentiments . . . with a twist. Wedding decorations mark the ceremony of a holy 
communion of two souls for eternity. With some innovative and imaginative decorations, you can make your marriage venue look 
classy, attractive and simply out of this world!

Sync-DecorSync-Decor

ring a beachy vibe to a landlocked wedding with 
this coral-inspired wildflower bouquet.  Brightly-Bcolored roses create the perfect tropical bouquet.

Bouquets

handeliers add a romantic element to wedding decorations. You 
can light them up Whether you want to create excitement, 
shine the limelight on an important person in your life, or C

you simply want to celebrate life by creating beauty -these 
chandeliers will definitely deliver your true desires. Light up 
your ceiling with the glow of a romantic crystal chandelier.  Get 
creative with their use and create a glow in a number of 
special places at your event.

The simple yet elegant centerpiece will hold strong 

throughout the night. Use contrasting colors in your 
centerpiece to really make it pop. You may also display 
Garden-glam centerpieces.

Chandeliers & Center Pieces
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Sync-DecorSync-Decor

on't forget to get flower petals to decorate the aisle. Arrange the 
petals along either side of the aisle runner or surrounding the area Dwhere the bride and groom will stand. 

Burlap and Petals Aisle Runners

 clear tent gives you the best of both worlds — 
you’re protected from the elements while still dining Aand dancing under the stars. Or make a plain tent 

more interesting with colorful side panels. You may also 
dress up your tent with draped fabric and chandeliers.

Wedding lights bring ambiance to your ceremony 

and reception, and illuminate outdoor weddings into the 
night. Unique ideas include hanging icicle lights from 
ceilings, draping white wire lights across head tables, 
wrapping centerpieces, and stunning guests with 
impressive curtains of lights. Bright paper lanterns are a fun 
way to light up your reception.

Decorative Tents & Wedding lights

n elegant and beautifully created stage enhances the splendour of 
your wedding and amazes your guests. Exquisite hand Aembroidered silk backdrops, tailored draping, Majestic thrones, 

Louis XIV style Chaise Longues, Elegant lighting, Podiums and Flowers 
which will help transform even a school hall into a palatial stage.

Stage And Mandap
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Groom Wear: DEEPAK PERWANI
Bridal Wear: HAJRA HAYAT
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Sync-HoneymoonSync-Honeymoon

IDEAS  LOCATIONSHONEYMOON  AND  

Looking for a hot honeymoon idea that will fit your style? Here are the best and 

most popular honeymoon locations from beaches and romantic getaways to hot 

nightlife and adventures. 

Jamaica New York City

ItalyLas Vegas

Mexico
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Sync-HoneymoonSync-Honeymoon

1. Jamaica

While  is known for its 
w h i t e  s a n d  b e a c h e s ,  a n d  
breathtaking waterfalls, it's a great 
spot to party too. Drink the famous 
rum while listening to reggae and 
dancing on the beach. Or hit one of 
the many nightclubs for a mix of 
reggae, pop, and soca. The truly 
adventurous can head to Hedonism 
II, known for its toga parties, nude 
pool, and scenery of other couples 
en flagrante delicto, if you know 
what I mean. You can have the best 
of both worlds by hitting Montego 
Bay or Negril for the nightlife, then 
spending a few days in romantic 
seclusion near the Blue Lagoon, 
Black River, or Somerset Falls. 

Jamaica

2. New York City

For this girl,  will 
always be the romance capital of the 
world. From the simple pleasures of 
a hand-in-hand stroll through Central 
Park, to the excitement of Times 
Square just before showtime, you'll 
feel like you're starring in one of the 
hundreds of romantic movies that 
have chosen New York as their 
soundstage. Hit the nightclubs, fill 
your belly at one of the hundreds of 
celebrated restaurants, visit world-
r e n o w n e d  m u s e u m s  a n d  
adventurous galleries, and don't 
forget to bring some extra cash and 
an empty suitcase for the shopping.

New York City

3. Las Vegas

Las Vegas is a newly reinvented 
honeymoon destination. Once 
mostly casinos and strip bars, the 
city now boasts some amazing 
celebrity-frequented dance clubs, 
four-star restaurants headed by the 
country's most well-known chefs, 
and spectacular shows such as 
Cirque du Soleil. While the city 
boasts it's own Eiffel Tower, Statue 
of Liberty, Sphinx and Pyramid, 
don't come here looking for fine-art 
museums or high culture. Instead, 
celebrate the kitsch with a visit to 
the Liberace museum, a turn at the 
slots, a cheesy floor show, or the 
thrill of riding a rollercoaster inside 
your hotel. 

4. Italy

Paris usually gets all the credit for 
romantic European spots, but I 
recommend honeymooners check 
out the beautiful cities of , where 
the piazzas of Rome and Florence 
are full of lovers eating at al fresco 
cafes with strolling musicians 
nearby. Spend a few days a short trip 
away in Venice where you can be 
serenaded by a Gondolier, and set a 
goal to kiss on every bridge in the 
city. Or visit Tuscany where wine 
tours can be combined with seeing 
Renaissance churches and lush 
countryside. 

Italy

5. Mexico

Mexico also offers amazing waves, a sophisticated 
culture with artwork and amazing food, and can be more 
affordable than other beach honeymoon destinations. In 
fact, it is overall one of the most cost-effective places to 
travel, especially if you can find a good flight deal. Avoid 
the touristy Cancun, and instead head for surfer 
hotspots like Puerto Escondido, Puerto Vallarta or Tulum. 

6. Santorini Island

Or for a change, see the world's most spectacular sunsets 
from the private terrace of your hotel room in 

, Greece. Perched on the crater or caldera, formed 
when an ancient volcano erupted, there's hardly a bad 
view in the house. For the most romantic vacation, avoid 
the tourist-packed months of July and August. 

Santorini 
Island

ArubaSantorini Island

Hawaii
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Bollywood off late has been trying hard to bring back the 80's and the embody the role of Bikram and Bala. Many films have tried to recreate the 
90's with some horrible results. Finally, someone has tried to bring back magic of Jai-Veeru camaraderie in the past but these two actors come 
the right era the right way. At last a film which revives the action drama the closest to match their chemistry. They shine in every sequence and 
genre which was lost somewhere between the romantic and action are truly superlative in their respective roles.
comedies. Gunday, if not at par with the classics of the 70's like Deewar, ne of the biggest selling points of the film is its performances by the 
Trishul or Zanjeer, it shamelessly pays homage to them with an principal cast. Ranveer Singh and Arjun Kapoor seem to be born to 
entertaining result. embody the role of Bikram and Bala. Many films have tried to recreate the 
Director Abbas Ali Zafar packs all the tricks from 70's in the script and magic of Jai-Veeru camaraderie in the past but these two actors come 
blends them beautifully into a gripping story of friendship and love. The the closest to match their chemistry. They shine in every sequence and 
story is not highly original or flawless. Yet there is certain energy in the are truly superlative in their respective roles.
film which lifts it up throughout the proceedings. The narration is smooth Irfan Khan is in usual good form and deserved more screen time. It's 
and entertaining and manages to hold your attention in the entirety. great to see Priyanka Chopra do a role which compliments her talent 
There are several twist in the rather done to death script which bring after a long time. She looks dazzling and does well especially in her 
freshness and excitement to the film. Some of these twists are clichéd scene with Arjun Kapoor in the second half.
but there are few which truly do surprise you. The sequence leading up Music by Sohail Sen is as entertaining as the film. There are a variety of 
to the interval is extremely well shot and is the highpoint of the film. different songs which give everyone something they may like. Songs are 
The 70's setting looks authentic and convincing. The only place where used beautifully in the film. Jiya, the song from t Gunday, was shot in 
the film lacks is creating the atmosphere which is truly Bengali which a Oman. The sizzling romantic number, shot in the backdrop of the 
film set in Calcutta demanded. Yes, you see the Howrah Bridge in one picturesque hilly terrains of Oman with Priyanka Chopra and Ranveer 
shot and there is a backdrop of Durga Puja yet it fails to capture the Singh is picturesque.
charm of the city as Mani Ratnam had so successfully done in Yuva. The The song was choreographed by Bosco Caesar and composed by 
main reason for that is the characterization. All the characters are Sohail Sen. It is an extremely gripping and entertaining Bollywood 
quintessentially Bengali yet none of them try even once to accommodate potboiler which has all the right ingredient to emerge as a winner. It is 
that in their performance rendering the whole setting artificial. definitely a must watch, if for nothing else then for the sheer charisma of 
One of the biggest selling points of the film is its performances by the the Gunday's.
principal cast. Ranveer Singh and Arjun Kapoor seem to be born to 

REEL REVIEW: GUNDAY
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ANOKHI 11th Anniversary 

Issue & Gala

Raoul Juneja
(aka Deejay Ra)

Makes ANOKHI Magazine's 
2014

Sync-PaparazziSync-Paparazzi
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Sync-Fashion

Asifa & Nabeel Bridal collection is a modern 

rendering of the conventional era. Synchronal 

cuts, dynamical flag, stag fabrics, etc are 

utilized on the fashionable dresses. Asifa & 

Nabeel is firewood that supports some old ago. 

It deals in menswear as excavation as women’s 

deteriorate. It presents an integration of 

embroideries from Sindh and Kelash. 
Asifa & Nabeel Collection 2014

Photography: Khawar Raiz
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 514-360-3760
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Sync-PotpurriSync-Potpurri
Once you've finished basking in the glow of engagement, you'll find it very hard to get anything 
accomplished without a detailed wedding budget. This will give you an outline of what you 
should spend on each item, so as to ensure you don't spend more than you intend to overall. 
Here's how to create a wedding budget that you can afford. 

lthough tradition says that the bride's parents pay for the 
whole thing, this is frequently untrue for today's couples. AIf you can pay for the whole shebang yourselves, you've 

got it easy. If you want your families to help you out, or pay for it 
all, you should have a frank discussion with them about it. You 
might say something like "Fiancé and I are starting to plan our 
wedding, and we wanted to ask you if you might help pay for it." 
You should be prepared for questions, such as "How much do 
you think the whole thing will cost" and some other questions that 
you might not know the answer to. You can say that the average 
wedding cost now is about $25,000, but that you'll base your 
wedding budget on what is available to you. 
There are several options: 
§ Parents can say that they are contributing a specific dollar 

amount, and then the couple decides on a wedding budget 
and makes up any difference themselves. 

§ Parents can say that they want to pay for specific items such 
as the bride's attire, the rehearsal dinner or the catering. The 
couple then has to figure out how to pay for everything 
else.

§ The couple can set a budget and then ask to split it evenly. 
This is particularly a good solution for divided families. For 
example, the couple, the mother of the bride, the father of the 
bride, and the groom's parents will each contribute $5000, for 
a total of a $20,000 wedding budget.

Who's Paying For The Wedding

epending on your area, 
budgeting about $100 
per wedding guest will D
give you a good start. 

This allows for $50 a head for 
catering, and the remaining 
$50 goes towards everything 
else – flowers, attire, etc. Of 
course, if you are only having 
10 guests, you may have trouble 
paying for everything else with 
only $500, but it is a good starting 
point. This starting point fits with the 
general rule of the more guests, the more formal and lavish the 
wedding. It is also certainly possible to throw a wedding on a 
shoestring. 

How Much Do You Really Need?
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tart by looking through the budget and crossing 
off anything that you don't need. For example if Syou're having both the ceremony and reception 

at one location, you might not need to include 
transportation. Then read Ways to Save Money on Your 
Wedding. Use your contacts. Don't be afraid to ask 
recently married friends who they used and what they 
paid. Ask friends in the wedding industry to help you 
out, and give you a discount if possible. If the numbers 
still aren't working out, ask yourself what's really 
important to you. Perhaps it's better to have a small 
wedding now, and then renew your wedding vows in 
five or ten years when you can save for the big party. 
Once you've set a budget, stick to it. It's easier said 
than done, but an important thing to do.

Ways To Save On Your Wedding Budget

tart off by using a wedding budget planning worksheet 
to figure out the basics. If you already know some of the Scosts, such as the hall rental, put in the actual 

numbers, and adjust the other numbers to make up for it. You 
can ask other brides who have gotten married in your area 
what they spent on vendors to figure out if these numbers are 
realistic, or need to be adjusted. 

Figuring Out a Basic Wedding Budget

rioritize what's important to you, choosing 2 to 3 
"most important" items. You may decide that you Pwant to have an amazing photographer, but 

you're happy to hunt for a bargain on the dress. If 
you're having a small wedding, your catering bill won't 
be as big a percentage of the budget. You can adjust 
your budget numbers to reflect your priorities. 

Making Room for What Matters
in Your Wedding Budget

Sync-PotpurriSync-Potpurri
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Website: www.ahmadbilal.net
Email: info@ahmadbilal.net

Email: ahmad_bilal19@hotmail.com

aB







Mehndi.com is one of the world’s best matrimonial sites providing services since 2004. It's the Muslims matrimonial site specifically based on Islamic Laws 

and principles focusing on the Muslims matrimonial needs. The user friendly features of the site provide you with more flexibility,reliability and efficiency. One 

of the best features of Mehndi.com is “filtration” with which you can filter the members on mehndi.com more easily thus you will only have the 

communications with those who best suits your priorities and requirements. The strict cultural rules makes you feel at home, you can be rest assured that if 

you are a Male no other male can communicate or show interest in you, same way if you are a female, no female can ever communicate or show interest in 

you. It is an eternally discerning site for this purpose. Regardless of your ethinicity the site assists people from all walks of life and cultures for finding their 

better-half without any discrimination.

It’s one thing wondering around social networking sites and trying to catch a perfect match or join the group which specializes your own kind, find a match 

while having fun, listen to live music, watch your favorite live TV from your country while you wait for future groom or bride, site offer over 80 live channels 

from India and Pakistan free to all premium members. Live phone conversation along with instant text messaging betweensite and your mobile phone, it gives 

you full power to satisfy your deepest fears before you say I DO. With 24/7 live support in English, French, Hindi, Urdu and Arabic you can proudly click with 

your own kind. We really feel blessed for helping million of peoples finding their perfect matches and being part of community striving for growth and 

prosperity.

Mehndi.com was founded in 2004 with one simple goal - 

"Click with your own kind" and "To change the traditional 

marriage broker approach and connect directly with potential 

others to find happiness and eternal bliss”

Everyone has a life wish list. Health, success and happiness 

are usually the top three. The third wish can’t always be 

accomplished independently.

In the age that we live in, time is always short so in order to 

make your wish come true, we try to maximize your precious 

free time by introducing you to people who you have a real 

potential of connecting with. Since then we have created a 

world renowned service that has touched the lives of millions 

of people all over the world. So for all those looking for your 

soul mate, you have come to the right place."

Do You Want To Know The Best Alternative To The Traditional Marriage Broker

A Special Message From The Founder
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" Thank you Mehndi.com 

for helping find the most 

wonderful person on 

e a r t h .  H a v e  b e e n  

married now for over a 

year and we just had a 

beautiful baby boy. Alhamdullilah. 

Met on Mehndi.com in november of 

2010, flew to lebanon on april and we 

were married 4 days later. 

 Mustapha & Maha 
MD, United States

 With the grace of Allah I found my life partner on Mehndi.com I created my profile accidentally but then I 

decided to give it a try. Few days later I received an interested from 'Him', around October 2011. Then we 

shared our information with our families & after few discussions & family meetings we tied the knot of our 

beautiful new life.
Wajiha & Raza Khan,  Sindh, Pakistan

Thousands of people 

from over 150 different Countries

have found their life partner

Through mehndi.com

Here are a few 

Of our un-edited

success stories

" I would like to thank to 

Mehndi.com because i 

got my life partner. now i 

am very much happy, 

earlier i was beliving that 

these sites are only for 

chat and time pass but if you are 

serious also you can get your partner. . 

 Azad & Zareena
Jizan, Saudi Arabia

A s s a l a m u  A l a i k u m  

W a r a h m a t u l l a h i  

W a b a r a k a t u h  .  M y  

husband and I met in 

Mehndi.com , he is from 

Jordan and I'm from 

P e r u ,  w e  a r e  v e r y  h a p p y  

Alhamdulillah, we were married in 

Peru 12th May 2011. I wish to enter 

Mehndi.com people who are honest 

that we are Muslims .

Laila & Omer
Peru
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